
N24 broadcasting from 
Europe’s most modern  
newsroom 
Using NCPower Pro as a basis, the N24 newsroom is 

producing content and news shows for its own 24-hour  

station as well as for Sat.1, ProSieben and kabel eins. 

The success
The newsroom with 145 workplaces  

was set up in only ten months. By 

 integrating all broadcasting and IT  

structures in NCPower Pro, it was 

possible to achieve a high degree of 

automation in work processes. The use 

of NorCom’s powerful system provides 

a competitive lead when it comes to 

speed and efficiency. N24 also made 

use of this opportunity to implement 

the 16:9 widescreen format, the first 

German news channel to do so.

The solution
NorCom’s NCPower Pro together with 

the Sony Sonaps video production 

system and the Vizrt graphics solution 

forms the ideal basis for an end-to-end 

digital newsroom workflow. The system 

is linked to the ProSiebenSat.1 Group’s 

existing archive to facilitate research, 

scheduling and data transfers. The 

computer-aided production is handled 

via the Mosart newscast automation 

system. 

The challenge
In connection with the relocation  

to Potsdamer Platz in Berlin, the  

N24 newsroom staff sought facilities 

allowing them not only to produce their 

own round-the-clock content and web 

news but also the news shows for  

ProSieben, Sat.1 and kabel eins. This 

called for an entirely new, powerful 

newsroom system permitting extensive  

research, production and planning  

capabilities as well as a high degree  

of automation.
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NorCom AG has evolved into a newsroom innovator with fully integrated, multimedia workflows. The basis is formed by the NCPower Pro 
newsroom system, with which content for classic SDI interfaces, IPTV, the Internet and mobile TV can be produced. In its default configuration, 
NCPower Pro comes complete with a powerful media asset management system for editing text, graphics as well as video and audio files. It also 
includes an extensive research and planning tool as well as the possibility for simple data transfers. Via a uniform GUI, newsroom staff can handle 
the entire scheduling and product and thus control all processes from ingesting to playing out. NCPower Pro is being successfully deployed at 
broadcasters such as RTL Europe, N24 and n-tv (Germany), VGTRK (Russia) and Al Watan TV (Kuweit) as well as special-interest and corporate TV 
broadcasters including Springer Digital TV and TV Mittelrhein (both Germany).

NorCom Information Technology AG

•	 145 newsroom	workstations

•	 Newsroom	system: NCPower Pro	with 16 interfaces

•	 Video	management system: Sonaps (Sony)

•	 Integrated	broadcast	automation system:

Mosart	Newscast	Automation	(Mosart	Medialab	AS)

•	 Integrated	graphics:	Vizrt (Vizrt)

•	 Systems architecture: Windows	cluster	system

with Windows	clients and	a	salvaging system linked	

via a fiber channel

•	 Terminal server for remote	access

Data and factsAdvantages of CAP

The newsroom staff set the templates, meaning that they can 

concentrate more closely on the broadcast itself. The high degree 

of automation in the news studio makes it possible for multiple 

shows to be produced and broadcast simultaneously without the 

need	for any additional staff	resources.	With	the	support of	an	

IT-based system, reaction times in the event of breaking news 

can be	improved.	With	the	generally lower	personnel require-

ments, less	communication is	required,	something which in	turn	

reduces the likelihood of errors. However, the system is flexible 

enough to permit manual intervention in the case of complex 

live broadcasts. 

N24 is ProSiebenSat.1 Media AG’s news channel. The market leader in news broadcasts, it went on air for the first time in January 2000. The 
Berlin-based newsroom as well as correspondents all around the world supply input for news shows as well as documentaries, infotainment, reports 
as well as finance and lifestyle shows. Real-time stock market data is shown, while all other share prices are presented with a 15-minute delay in the 
form of a moving banner. N24 has been working with the international business broadcaster CNBC Europe since 2004. 

N24

The newsroom of N24

SUCCESS STORY



Process optimization  
thanks to digital workflow 

As a media asset management system, NCPower Pro provides 

an ideal basis for a digital workflow by integrating all relevant 

newsroom functions in a single graphic user interface. Frank 

Meißner in charge of production and technology at N24 says: 

“NCPower allows us to overcome the technological challenges 

arising from our ambitious project. It has provided us with an 

ideal integration platform for handling all production processes 

efficiently.” 

NCPower Pro is also used to control the Sony Sonaps production 

system and the Mosart Medialab newscast automation system. 

In this way, material and broadcasts can be produced, stored 

and scheduled on an end-to-end digital basis from any of the  

145 workplaces in the newsroom. 

One newsroom  
for four broadcasters

In autumn 2008, the N24 newsroom relocated from Gendarmen-

markt in Berlin to new offices on Potsdamer Platz. The aim was 

to create a news studio fitted out with the latest creative and 

production technology as a basis for generating N24 content  

as well as the news shows of the other broadcasters in the 

ProSiebenSat.1 Group. 

IT consulting company IBM Global Business Services was  

retained as the general contractor. The technical planning  

and implementation of the newsroom for the more than  

200 editorial, technology and administration staff took just  

on one year. 

The	aim	was	to	harness	efficiency	and	quality	gains	as	well	

as to ensure multiple exploitation of existing material. This 

was primarily to be achieved by closely intermeshing the TV 

and multimedia studios, both of which are now able to access 

a shared data pool. N24 also used the technical relaunch to 

implement the 16:9 widescreen format — the first German news 

broadcaster to do so — and to prepare its infrastructure for HD 

production.

Close collaboration between TV and multimedia studios 

2 3

Researching, ingesting and planning

Research is the most important tool in the newsroom. Using 

NCPower Pro as the central information hub, staff can research 

all main news agency feeds, receive breaking news and RSS 

feeds and perform searches both on the Internet and in the 

broadcaster’s own archive. Files can be stored regardless of their 

format. 

Ingesting is tapeless — during this phase, a low-resolution proxy 

file is generated and can be edited immediately.  The automatic 

scene detection system integrated in NCPower Pro permits a 

swift analysis of new video material. 

Whereas scheduling was not	integrated	in	the	old	newsroom	

system and was achieved by e-mail or printed lists, NCPower

now offers entirely new possibilities as all the scheduling data 

is integrated. The entire broadcast schedule is imported via a 

technical interface, forming the basis for the rundowns.

Editing graphics

Sony Sonaps has been implemented as the editing program. 

During ingesting, the low-res files can be edited on any work-

station. In addition, complex production activities are possible  

at three hi-res editing desks. Sonaps alerts NCPower if any 

material has been updated via the MOS protocol using a 

file-based XML exchange format. Vizrt has been integrated in 

NCPower as the graphics program.

Production room

Both the N24 studio and the second studio containing the 

virtual set for news production for broadcasters Sat.1, ProSieben 

and kabel eins are fitted with remote-controlled robot camera 

systems. All components implemented in the control room and 

the studio are controlled using Mosart newscast automation, 

allowing broadcasters to be handled solely by computer-aided 

production	(CAP).

CAP is controlled by data from the broadcast rundown. 

Templates are used to define the settings for a given line in  

the rundown to be used by the automation system and to be 

invoked by the producer. This information is used to set the 

cameras and lights as well as the graphics and other elements.

You can assign the video to the schedule via drag & drop.
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